AGENDA
ARCTIC COUNCIL V MINISTERIAL MEETING
On the Occasion of the 10th Anniversary of the AC
SALEKHARD, October 26, 2006, 09.30-13.30

1. Welcome by the AC Chairman Sergei Lavrov.
2. Welcome by the Governor Yuri Neelov.
3. Adoption of the Agenda.
4. Approval of Spain as an Observer.
5. Sustainable Development and Environmental Protection in the Arctic:
   5.1. Presentations by AC Chairman Sergei Lavrov
   5.2. Presentations by Arctic Member States Ministers/their deputies in alphabetic order:
       - Canada,
       - Denmark, Greenland and the Faroe Islands
       - Finland,
       - Iceland,
       - Norway,
       - Sweden,
       - The USA.
   5.3. Presentation on behalf of the Permanent Participants (3 min)
       - AIA
       - AAC
       - ICC
       - GCI
       - Raipon
       - Saami Council
   5.4. Possible discussion.
6. One presentation on behalf of the Observer States.
7. Presentation by the Northern Forum on cooperation with the Arctic Council on the occasion of 15-th Anniversary of the NF (3 min).
8. Presentation by the Conference of the Parliamentarians of the Arctic Region (3 min)
9. Presentation by the European Union Commission (3 min)
10. Adoption of the SAO Report and Ministerial Declaration.
11. Transfer of the AC Chairmanship to Norway by Russia and Presentation by Norway as incoming Chair of the AC
12. [Presentation of the Arctic Portal at the coffee break]
13. Adjourning of the meeting.